Vote-based algorithms are very popular in tasks based on image local-descriptors, including object matching, panoramic stitching and near-duplicate detection. On this paper, we focus on the latter application, proposing a Bayesian approach, which allows giving a probabilistic interpretation to the distances between local descriptors in the feature space. That contrasts with traditional schemes, in which the distances are used to establish a simple unweighted vote count. Near-duplicate detection is demanded for a myriad of applications: metadata retrieval in cultural institutions, detection of copyright violations, duplicate elimination in storage, etc. The majority of current solutions are based either on voting algorithms, which are very precise, but expensive; or on the use of visual dictionaries, which are efficient, but less precise. Contrarily to raw-vote based systems, our scheme performs few database accesses; and contrarily to dictionarybased systems, it allows a fine control of the compromise between precision and efficiency. In our experiments, it yields 99% accuracy with less than 10 database accesses, in contrast with the hundreds needed in raw-voting schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Identifying an image that has been potentially modified (near-duplicate image detection) is a crucial demand of many Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. applications, often involving very large image datasets, ranging from tens of thousands to hundreds of millions images. The task is made complex because the query image is seldom a perfect copy of the reference image in the database, having suffered many possible transformations, including croppings and occlusions, changes of scale, rotations, non-affine geometric transformations, photometric and colorimetric changes, compressions and noise, and other assorted transforms, like dithering and fancy artistic effects.
The most reliable solutions to image identification today employ local features in a way or another [3, 11, 20, 22] . They provide a very powerful scheme to match the same object or scene among different images because of their remarkable robustness to geometric, photometric, and colorimetric transforms; and their sheer density over a single image. The majority of current solutions are based either on voting algorithms [11, 13, 20] , which are very precise, but expensive; or on the use of visual dictionaries ("bag of words") [3, 5, 18, 22] , which are efficient, but less precise.
It is remarkable that both solutions make a very indirect use of the distance between features in the feature space: vote-based algorithms usually take into consideration the nearest matches between query features and database features, but then do not take into account the actual distance between the matched features (except for establishing a contrast threshold, see [13] ). Dictionary approaches often use the distance to a set of prototypes to establish the image description, but the actual distance value is lost after the description is encoded.
The approach we propose differs from both strategies, aiming at giving a evidential interpretation to the distance between the query features and the database features, i.e., measuring how much they ensure the images form a true correspondence. To establish that interpretation, we use the elegant framework of Bayesian decision theory [7] . That allows to obtain a very efficient scheme, with very few database access operations (contrarily to raw vote-based systems) and a very fine control of the compromise between precision and efficiency (contrarily to dictionary-based systems). Our experiments show how promising the scheme is, with more than 99% accuracy with less than 10 database operations. Our solution is fully compatible with the use of indexes (as demonstrated by our use of the Multicurves [20] indexing scheme), which perform fast approximate searches of features, in order to accelerate even more the overall querying -the imprecision induced by the approximate indexes is incorporated transparently in the framework.
Bayesian decision theory has been used in CBIR tasks [4, 5, 15] , in a diverse array of tasks different from ours. In [5] , visual dictionaries and Bayesian decision are used in scene classification problems. A relevance feedback method that exploits global descriptors and Bayesian decision was proposed in [4] . Another example includes the work of Mikulík et al., which uses Bayes decision to assess the correlation among visual words in images. As far as we know, it has not been considered for the problem of weighting votes in a near-duplicate detection setting. Another important contribution of this work is the investigation of the impact of different probabilistic models associated with the distribution of distances among features on the performance obtained. We show that, contrarily to the Gaussian model usually employed, SIFT feature matching distances follow a Chi distribution with an excellent fitting. The experiments clearly demonstrate how passing from the more general model (Gaussian) to the more specific (Chi) improves the accuracy of the system. We believe that this observation might impact other applications of SIFT features beyond nearest-duplicate detection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the proposed near-duplicate detection approach based on Bayesian search. Section 4 describes performed experiments aiming at evaluating the proposed approach. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
This section starts by briefly introducing local features, an essential background concept for our work. Next, we explore related work in near-duplicate detection, marking the difference between vote-based methods and dictionary-based methods. Finally, we briefly discuss Multicurves, which we used to exemplify the compatibility of the proposed scheme with indexing schemes.
Local Features
Local image descriptors describe visual features around interest points, such as blobs and corners, encodinding them into a feature vector. From a few hundreds to a few thousand of interest points are usually found in a single image. Their ascendency has been a watershed in the communities of Computer Vision and Image Retrieval [14] .
Local features are especially effective for applications that do not need the generalization power of category search. Those applications, aimed at target matching, may involve the recognition of specific objects, scenes or images. In those applications, a match between local features are highly indicative of a match between objects or scenes. Usually, those matches are obtained simply by taking the local feature in the dataset which has minimum distance to the query feature (an operation known as nearest-neighbor search). To avoid false positives, other criteria may be imposed, like requiring the matches to be geometrically consistent, or using a criterion of contrast to warrant that the match is distinctive [13] .
Descriptors are expected to be invariant to image transformations (geometric or radiometric) and highly distinctive. Many good quality local image descriptors have been proposed in literature in the past few years. Among then, a familiy of gradient-based descriptors deserve special mention: SIFT [13] , PCA-SIFT [10] , GLOH [14] , SURF [1] . Those have been shown more robust and distinctive for target matching applications than several alternatives, including spectral based descriptors [14] . In this work, we chose SIFT, since it is the best-known in the literature. We employ a standard SIFT detector, based on difference of Gaussians (DoG), and a standard SIFT descriptor, based on histograms of gradients, both bundled in the standard implementation of Lowe [13] .
Near-Duplicate Detection
Near-duplicate detection is a intensely studied research topic, with a large literature [3, 8, 11, 16, [18] [19] [20] 23] , which consists in finding an original image on a large database from a transformed query image. We employ as a baseline a previous voting-based system presented in [19] and refined in [20] . That system is based on taking each feature of the query image and matching it with its nearest-neighbor in the dataset, retrieving the image with most matches. See Figure 1 .
Because of the large number of local descriptors detected in each image, vote-based systems take much time to retrieve an image for a single query because of the huge number of distances to be computed between features. Especiallydesigned indexes and fast approximate matching were proposed to alleviate the burden of matching the datasets [6, 9, 11, 19, 20] , but still, hundreds of query operations must be performed.
A popular solution to lower further the computational costs to retrieve an image, is to compact the representation of multiple features into a single "bag of visual features" representation [3, 5, 18, 22] . The solution is also known as "bag of words" (BoW) and is based on text retrieval techniques of the same name. A BoW method first clusters a set of features into a dictionary of "visual features" or "visual words". Each local feature from every image is then assigned to a word of the dictionary. Then, all images are represented by a single bag of features computed according to the assignment. BoW methods tend to be very fast, but lose on precision. 
Indexing and Multicurves
Indexing is an integral part of information retrieval, in order to reduce the cost of accessing the relevant data. The indexing of multimedia descriptors is challenging because of the much debated "curse of dimensionality", among other difficulties. Because of that, the design of spacial indexes for multimedia has been an active line of research [2] .
It is outside the scope of this work to discuss the complex topic of multimedia indexing. Our intention here is simply to demonstrate that our solution may be employed in tandem with an approximate indexing solution, which accelerates the nearest-neighbor search, but has a (acceptably small) probability of returning a false match. With that in mind, we choose Multicurves [20] to perform our experimental evaluations. Multicurves is an index for high-dimensional data, whose properties make it especially adapted for large-scale multimedia databases.
Multicurves index construction is simple: the data elements are divided among a certain number of space-filling curves [17] . Each curve projects the data on a corresponding subspace and then computes their extended-keys (the onedimensional position in the curve). The pairs <extended-key, data element> are placed in lists sorted by extendedkey, one list per curve. Each list is a subindex.
The search is conceptually similar: the query is decomposed into projections (whose subspaces must be the same used during the index construction) and each projection has its extended-key computed. Then, from each subindex, we obtain a certain number of candidate elements, whose extended-keys are the nearest to the extended-key of the corresponding projection of the query. At the end, we compute the actual distance from those elements to the query and keep the k nearest. Note that a query is a single point with the same dimensionality as those in the database, and some applications may use several queries in order to answer a higher level request, i.e., an image search.
The implementation details of Multicurves are explained in [21] .
NEAR-DUPLICATE DETECTION BASED ON BAYESIAN SEARCH
The proposed approach consists of two phases: a training phase, which creates a probabilistic model associated with the distances between features; and a search phase that uses both the Bayesian decision theory and the generated probabilistic model to find the near-duplicate of a query image. Those phases are explained below.
Training Phase
The training set considers a large image collection used to act as "background" distraction. We add to that collection a second set of "foreground" images guaranteed to be distinct from the background ones. A common setup is to use Web images as background and personal collections for the foreground. Next, we compute the SIFT [13] features for all images. To obtain query points, we take the foreground images and subject them to strong transformations (cropping, rotation, scaling, shearing, gamma correction, and dithering). We then compute the SIFT features for those distorted query images as well. The next step is concerned with the computation of a nearest-neighbor search for each query point. A match is defined by the 1-nearest neighbor found in the dataset. Any distance function can be used to find the matches.
After the match, we separate the results into two populations: those that correspond to features between "correct" images (between near-duplicates) and those between "incorrect" (unrelated) images. We compute, then, for each of those two populations, a histogram of the matching distances. Finally, each histogram is fitted by a probability density function, later used in the search phase. That function also serves to smooth the histogram, eliminating noise.
Algorithm 1 presents the training phase of our near-duplicate detection scheme.
Algorithm 1. -Training Step
Consider that the features from all images were previously computed.
Input: Dataset with foreground images BF oreground, unrelated images BU nrelated and query images BQuery, distance function D, probability density function (pdf) A.
Output:
Fitted function parameters for correct matching distances CorrectP ar and for incorrect matching distances IncorrectP ar, priori probability of correct matching CorrectP rob. Auxiliary: Feature f , distance dist, correct matching distance histogram CorrectHist, incorrect matching distance histogram IncorrectHist, index i, counters CountCorrect and CountIncorrect.
11. CorrectP ar ← f it with pdf (CorrectHist, A) 12. IncorrectP ar ← f it with pdf (IncorrectHist, A)
Training with Exact Matching
The probabilistic model considering exact matches is obtained by computing the distances between a query feature and all other features in database. The objective is to find exactly the nearest neighbor of the query feature. We use the Euclidean distance (L2), since this metric is largely used to compare SIFT features. Figure 2 shows the histograms of distances (with 50 bins each) for correct and incorrect matches using exact matches. The training set considered in this example contains 110,000 images from the Web (background distraction) and 78 foreground images from personal collections not found on the Web. The query images were generated by transformations from the "non-web" images. As we can see, the histograms of correct match distances (Figures 2a and 2b ) have curves much closer to zero then the incorrect ones (Figures 2c  and 2d) , which means that the distance between features for the first case has highly frequently lower values than for the second case, as expected.
Training with Approximate Matching by Indexing
The exact matching yields good results in terms of precision, but is inefficient, which makes its use for real-time applications with large databases prohibitive. One possible alternative is to use indexing techniques for nearest-neighbor search [2, 6, 19, 20] . Those techniques are less precise, but much more efficient as they make database operations much faster. The matches found by those techniques are approximate, since not all database features are checked for each query feature -there is a possibility that the answer returned is not the true nearest neighbor. Any of those indexing scheme can be adapted for the proposed method. In our experiments we have used Multicurves (see Section 2.3) due to its high performance and simplicity of implementation [20, 21] . Figure 3 shows the histograms of distances (with 50 bins each) for correct (Figures 3a and 3b ) and incorrect matches (Figures 3c and 3d ) using approximate matching with Multicurves, implemented with L2 metric. In those examples, we consider the same dataset used for exact matching. As we can see, those histograms are different from the previous ones, shown in Figure 2 . The difference corresponds to the additional imprecision brought by the nearest-neighbor search of the indexing technique. The interesting feature of the methodology is that this imprecision is dealt with transparently, as it has been now incorporated in the statistical method and will be taken into account when computing the amount of "evidence" brought by a descriptor matching. There is no need to fine-tune the method by hand for different indexes -the training phase does that automatically.
Statistical Modeling
The histogram curves can be fitted by a distribution, which smoothes out small noisy fluctuations. As we can see in Figures 2 and 3, for both exact matching and approximate matching (using Multicurves) the distance histograms are asymmetric.
We have observed that symmetric probability distribution functions, like the normal distribution, do not fit well the data (see Figures 2b, 2d, 3b , and 3d that consider the use of a normal distribution). Therefore, we have tested other distributions such as Chi, Chi-square, Weibull, and log-normal. The best fitting was observed for the Chi distribution (see Figures 2a, 2c, 3a, and 3c) . We have computed the fittings with a non-linear minimum square method [12] .
Not only has the Chi distribution the best overall fitting, but also it has the most satisfactory generative explanation for SIFT, since a Chi distribution may be considered as the square-root of the sum of squared independent normals. Since SIFT has a L2-normalization, a Chi distribution could arise if we consider its dimensions as being samples from (approximately) independent Gaussians.
Bayesian Search
By combining the Bayesian decision theory [7] and the statistical model for the match distances we can retrieve a near-duplicate image with high accuracy and few features from the query. The following mathematical development is true for both models (exact and approximate matching)
1 . Let P (X) be the prior probability that a match is correct (i.e., the probability that the nearest-neighbor from a query feature will match a correct image). Therefore, P (X) is the prior probability that a match is incorrect and P (X) = 1 − P (X). Those priors can both be obtained by simulating 1 The probability density functions found by the statistical modeling are discretized to the integer domain. That step facilitates both the implementation (the probability values can be pre-calculated and stored in memory) and facilitates the mathematical formalism, dealing with discrete probability. a number of queries if the collections are closed and well known (the strategy we adopt here), or in open collections, like the web, they can be observed over a number of queries. Direct domain knowledge can also be incorporated in that prior.
P (D|X) and P (D|X) are the probabilities that a distance is D given the match is correct and incorrect, respectively. Using the statistical model trained after the matches histograms, those probabilities can be computed analytically [7] .
The likelihood ratio that a single match i is correct is given by Equation 1.
where is a small amount to avoid division by zero. The probability that an image j is correct after n matches from random samples is given by Equation 2.
We can then define an upper threshold T for Pj(X|D1 ∩ D2 . . . ∩ Dn) for which no more samples are taken and the image j is retrieved with desirable accuracy and with few nearest neighbour searches in the database. In other words, if ∃j|Pj(X|D1 ∩ D2 . . . ∩ Dn) > T then the image j is considered correct (near-duplicate from the query image) and the search stops.
Algorithm 2 presents the proposed steps to perform nearduplicate detection using Bayesian search.
Absent-Query Detection
In some applications the query image may not have a correspondent near-duplicate in database (absent queries). In those situations, the Bayesian search proposed until now cannot detect an absent query, and many, or even all the features of a query image would be processed to receive no answer or a wrong retrieved image.
To solve this problem, consider P (Q) as the prior probability that a query has a correspondent near-duplicate in the database, and P (Q) as the prior probability that a query is false. P (Q) is application dependent. Its value does not need to be highly precise, as the result of absent-query detection is more influenced by the likelihood ratio (Equation 3). P (D|Q) and P (D|Q) are the probabilities that a distance is D given the query is absent or not, respectively.
It is important to note that the training phase of the method remains unchanged, so that no absent queries are inserted. In that way, P (D|Q) has the same value as P (D|X), since all matches of a false query are incorrect. Moreover, P (D|Q) has the same value as P (D) obtained during training phase. Then, P (D|Q) = P (X) × P (D|X) + P (X) × P (D|X)
2 . The likelihood ratio that a single match i indicates a false query is given by Equation 3. 
-Bayesian Search
Consider that the features from all images were previously computed, as well the condicional probabilities of correct and incorrect matching distances (from parameters found in Algorithm 1).
Input:
Query image Q, image database Base, conditional probabilities of correct matching distance P (D|X) and incorrect matching distance P (D|X), priori probability of correct matching P (X) and false query P (Q), image acceptance threshold T , query rejection threshold τ , distance function D.
Output:
Returned near-duplicate image N D. Auxiliary: Features set F , feature f , distance dist, index i, image I, likelihood ratios of images from database L and of query image LQ, distance probability P (D|Q), posteriori probability of correct image P (X|L) and of false query P (Q|LQ).
I ← image with feature i 6.
If
13.
17.
18.
where is a small amount, to avoid division by zero.
The probability that the query image is false after N matches from random samples is given by Equation 4 .
We can then define a upper threshold τ for P (Q|D1 ∩ D2 . . . ∩ DN ) for which no more samples are taken and the query image is rejected (assumed absent). Note that P (Q|D1 ∩ D2 . . . ∩ DN ) is a global value, while Pj(X|D1 ∩ D2 . . . ∩ Dn) is computed for each image j in the database.
We deal with absent query detection in Lines 21 and 22 of Algorithm 2.
Treating Identical Features
If we analyze the histograms adjusted by Chi distribution in Figures 2 and 3 , we note that both Chi distributions have near zero density in the neighborhood of zero distance, making those values extremely improbable. However, in certain special cases (identical images, or images whose only transformation is cropping and occlusions) those "perfect" matchings are known to occur, and we have to take them in consideration.
We could adapt the statistical model, making it more complex to take into account a mixture between the usual Chi distribution and a non-zero probability of those perfect matches. However, that would complicate the statistical treatment, and we choose instead to process those cases in a more straightforward way: if a zero distance is found between two features we can infer that the two images share an perfectly identical patch, meaning that those images are almost surely near-duplicates. We can then add the following exception to the method: If the distance between a feature of a query image and other found in the database is zero, then the search stops and the image related to the feature found is returned.
We deal with zero distance exception in Lines 6, 7, and 8 of Algorithm 2.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describes four experiments, evaluating the performance of the proposed Bayesian-search baased near-duplicate detection algorithm under those scenarios:
1. exact matching, without absent-query detection (all queries have a near duplicate in database);
2. approximate matching using Multicurves indexing [20] , without absent-query detection;
3. approximate matching, including the absent-query detection;
4. approximate matching in the context of handling identical features.
The first and the second experiments aim at evaluating the efficiency (in number of query features used) and the effectiveness of the proposed method. They also compare the Gaussian and Chi probability models in the proposed near-duplicate detection approach. The third and the fourth experiments consider the execution of the proposed method for two special cases: the accurate rejection of query images that are not in the database, and the proper identification of duplicate/near-duplicate images with only cropping transformation.
Since the method is not completely deterministic, all experiments were repeated ten times and the average results are reported.
Near-duplicate Detection

Exact Matching
We have tested the proposed method search with exact matching (with L2 metric) using a dataset containing 110,000 unrelated images obtained from the Web. The query images were generated by transformations of 156 foreground images obtained from personal collections. Each foreground image generated one query image by applying transformations chosen randomly among crop, shear, rotation, scale, Gaussian noise, and dithering. Figure 4 shows examples of query images used in this experiment. Half of the query images were used in the training phase (see Section 3) while the other half were used for search. The priori probability of correct matching (P (X)) found during the training phase was 45%. Table 1 shows the Bayesian search accuracy. As it can be observed high values were obtained using, on average, less than a dozen features per query 3 . Even if the normal distribution needs less samples to retrieve an image, its accuracy 3 Note that usually images contain hundreds of features. is notably worse than the Chi distribution. The lower number of samples while using the normal distribution is due to the low intersection between the correct and incorrect curves. The tail of the histogram is not well represented in this way and many false positives are not detected. This problem does not occur when the Chi distribution is used. In this case an accuracy close to the threshold T is obtained, as expected. 
Approximate Matching
We have used the Bayesian search with approximate matching implemented with Multicurves index [20] . We have used the same dataset considered for exact matching, and only the Chi distribution for modelling feature distances. The priori probability of correct matching (P (X)) found by the training phase was 27%, notably lower than the prior probability obtained from exact matching (45%).
Even with the lower priori probability, the method still obtains high accuracy (see Table 2 ) with a small increase on the average number of feature samples needed to retrieve a near-duplicate (for example, from 10.2 to 11.1, when threshold T = 99.9%). The approximate matching using Multicurves is even more efficient as it has lower computational complexity (O(logN ) instead of O(N ), where N is the number of features in database), when compared with the approach based on exact matching.
Absent-query Detection
We included the proposed absent-query detection approach in our experiments with Multicurves indexing. We established the priori probability P (Q) of a query is not in the database as 50% and the rejection threshold τ as 99.9%. For testing queries with correspondent near-duplicates in the database, the same dataset used in previous experiments was considered. Only 0.1% of the queries were rejected, as expected. Next, we used a set of 44 images with no correspondent near-duplicate in the database to test absent-query detection. 1.5% of the query images was wrongly accepted. On average, 25.7 features were taken per image to reject a query. Those results demonstrate that the proposed method detects efficiently and effectively if the query has or does not have a near-duplicate in the database.
Treating Identical Features
To test the zero distance exception, a set of query images generated only by crop transformations were used. That transformation was applied to 69 new images extracted from personal collections. For 99.9% of the cases, the foreground image was correctly retrieved (95% of them in only one iteration of the algorithm).
Performance Analysis
Our experiments compare three approaches: two methods based on voting schemes (using exact and approximate search), and our Bayesian method with Multicurves (approximate search). In the case of the exact search, no index is used.
We report results considering 1000 query features, which is the typical number of features in an image. The machine used in our experiments has a Intel Xeon X5670 with 2.93GHz, 6 cores, 12 threads, 12MB cache, and 12 GB of RAM (6 × 2GB DDR3 1333), and 4 1.5 TB SATA drives II. Table 3 presents the results. As it can be observed, both voting-based methods are not suitable for real-time applications. The proposed Bayesian method is 550× and 65× faster than the exact and approximate voting methods, respectively.
Comparison With a BoW Method
We used the same dataset considered in previous experiments. We created a visual dictionary containing 16k features, randomly chosen from the database. Each feature from every image was assigned to the nearest feature (word) from the dictionary. Then, a bag of features with 16k dimensions was computed for each image. Each dimension has value 1 if the respective word is present in the image, or 0 otherwise. The same query images considered in the search phase of the proposed Bayesian methods were used. For each query image, we computed its bag of feature and retrieved its exact 1-nearest neighbour from the database. The metric used to compute the distances is D(V 1, V 2) = 1 − |V 1∩V 2| |V 1∪V 2|
, where V 1 and V 2 are two bags.
The accuracy obtained was 87.2%. In other words, 12.8% of the retrieved images were not the true near-duplicate. Recall that the result for the approximate Bayesian method is about 99.1% (for threshold T = 99.9%).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new method for near-duplicate detection. The novelty of this work relies on the use of probabilistic models associated with the distribution of distances among local features; and the use of the Bayesian decision theory to detect near-duplicates with high accuracy and with few database operations.
Several experiments were conducted aiming at evaluating the proposed method with regard to different aspects. Experiment results show that few query features are needed to find a near-duplicate image while maintaining high accuracy (up to 99.3%). The experiments also show that the use of indexing techniques for approximate matching (in particular Multicurves) is fully compatible with the proposed model without losing accuracy. That means that those indexing techniques, which increase the efficiency of votingbased near-duplicate image retrieval systems, are suitable to be combined with the proposed Bayesian search method.
We also observed that the Chi model is more accurate for the distribution of matching distances among SIFT features. The correct choice of a parametric model for the features has a non-neglectable impact in the performance of the method, as it allows a more precise estimation of the likelihood ratios, which is essential to determine the direction and the intensity of the evidence brought by each new descriptor matching. Nevertheless, the model does not have to be "perfect" in order for the scheme to be feasible (as shown by the Gaussian model, which has already very good performance). If the descriptor used has a very complex distance distribution, the use of a parametric model can be forgone altogether, in exchange for a non-parametric estimation, like a smoothed histogram.
We are currently investigating the extension of the proposed method for dealing with multiple duplicates for a single query. 
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